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Feature article: Life sciences 
 
<Title> Pharma searches for the cure through computer modeling 
 
<tease > 
Most pharmaceutical discoveries have been made through real-world clinical trials and laboratory 
discovery. Now, much of the research can be performed through computer modeling. Yet the computing 
power required for such research can be daunting. Learn how the World Community Grid enables 
researchers to harness the power of individual idle computers to facilitate their work. 
 
<body copy> 
Until recently, most bioscience and pharmaceutical discoveries were made through real-life (in 
vivo) and test-tube (in vitro) experiments. But with computer modeling, researchers now have a 
new tool that can accelerate molecular research, while also lowering costs.  
 
“Computers are continually getting faster and cheaper, whereas everything else is getting more 
expensive,” says Dr. Arthur Olson, professor of molecular biology at the Scripps Research 
Institute in California. Computer modeling, or “in silico” research, complements in vivo and in 
vitro efforts by helping researchers understand the possibilities of new drug treatments. 
“Basically,” Olson says of in silico research, “it gives you a way to test out a lot of possibilities 
very quickly and throw out the bad ones relatively quickly—without having to go through the 
expense of testing.”  
 
World Community Grid powers research 
The computational modeling performed via in silico research requires intense computing power. 
That power can come from clusters—hundreds of dedicated computers with high-speed chips—
or from specially designed computers capable of making millions of computations per second. 
But for research institutes dependent upon grants or smaller pharmaceutical companies with a 
limited cash flow, grid computing can fuel in silico efforts by tapping into the power of 
individual idle computers normally used for other purposes.  
 
Much of Olson’s work depends upon a novel grid computing approach that harnesses the power 
of thousands of personal computers located throughout the world. Called the World Community 
Grid, this initiative encourages people to download a small software agent onto their computers, 
which automatically detects when these machines are not in use by their owners. The agent then 
transmits the unused processing power to Olson’s laboratory or other World Community Grid 
projects. 
 
The World Community Grid’s FightAIDS@home project supports much of the HIV research 
performed at Scripps by Olson and his colleagues. Approximately 300,000 World Community 
Grid computers are helping Olson’s team discover how receptors for potential drug therapies 
may unlock the secrets of the complex and ever-changing HIV protein.  
 
Much of this work would be difficult to perform using traditional research methods, Olson says. 
While bioscience researchers have traditionally been able to determine the molecular shapes of a 
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protein and of a drug separately, finding out how both structures work together can require 
investigating millions of potential combinations.  
 
“We can do calculations that we wouldn’t have even thought of doing before—simply because it 
would have been too costly and taken too long,” Olson says. “I’m incredibly grateful to people 
who feel that what we’re doing is important enough to donate their computers.”  
 
The in silico approach slices traditional research costs 
In silico research allows researchers to bypass many of the high costs of drug development. 
Determining the viability of a potential drug depends on understanding as many potential 
chemical interactions as possible; the Scripps Institute’s Olson paints a picture of millions of 
chemical compounds that need to be found and tested against each other before actual 
development begins.  
 
This scenario assumes that a drug under development will continue to test well in the laboratory 
and with regulators. But few of the drug therapies under development ever reach patients. 
According to the pharmaceutical analysis firm CMR International, almost 90 percent of all 
potential drugs progress no further than the initial stages of research and development.  
 
The cost of failure can be catastrophic for pharmaceutical companies. According to the Tufts  
Center for the Study of Drug Development, the average cost of bringing a new drug to market is 
$802 million, and the process can take as long as 12 years. Protracted development is costly, 
especially if the drug ultimately fails to meet the regulatory and clinical tests.  
 
But with computer modeling, the assembly of chemical compound libraries can be directed to try 
the most promising combinations. “You can build models of biological processes at the 
molecular level—and you can start to do experiments in the computer to see how your models 
will behave under certain circumstances,” Olson says.  
 
The in silico approach, he adds, also saves money by allowing researchers to try out ideas on the 
computer without having to assemble and synthesize chemical compounds. “The three processes 
are linked together,” he says. “Computation helps both in terms of designing in vitro experiments 
to find good active agents, and also in terms of modeling the response of, let’s say, an animal in 
an in vivo test.” 
 
Grid computing speeds the race for cures 
Using computational models, says Olson, is relatively easy for most researchers in his laboratory. 
“What you really need to know is the scientific basis of the questions you’re asking,” he says. 
“Running a program is running a program. The rest of it is all automatic. You just hit the enter 
key and the computer does the rest.”  
 
Grid computing is already producing results for Olson and his team, which has been able to 
capture nearly 98 percent of all interactions between inhibitors while rejecting more than 95 
percent of all suspected noninhibitor interactions. These results will allow Olson to improve 
further experiments—and move another step closer to helping improve lives. 
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And just as Olson and his colleagues are discovering that in silico research fosters more results 
through close collaboration, pharmaceutical companies may also be able to get drugs to market 
faster through this same process. According to many experts, this means that grid computing has 
the potential to speed drug development—and potentially shorten Phase I and Phase II clinical 
trials. 
 
According to Olson, the ability to rapidly model possibilities has a lot to do with these findings. 
Now, Olson says, “in a month or two” organizations like Scripps can do hundreds of thousands 
of years’ worth of experiments. “To do it on the computer 15 years ago would have been 
impossible as well, simply because it would have taken too long.” 
 
“It’s a new way of doing science,” Olson adds, noting that in silico research through grid 
computing also helps make in vivo and in vitro experiments more focused. “It takes . . . what 
may be an impossible thing to do in the world and allows you to at least try out ideas on the 
computer without having to build anything, without having to synthesize anything.” 


